1. Introduction {#cm235041s1}
===============

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is a life-threatening form of pneumonia characterized by high fever, nonproductive cough, chills, myalgia, lymphopenia, and progressing infiltrates in chest radiography ([@cm235041bib31]). Between 2002 and 2003, an epidemic emerged that, facilitated by international air travel, spread within a few weeks from its origin in Guangdong Province, China, to many other countries. The WHO reported over 8000 SARS cases and nearly 800 deaths resulting from the infection with the SARS-associated coronavirus (SARS CoV) ([@cm235041bib50]). Studies on SARS CoV resulted in identification of protein targets for potential drugs, which included SARS CoV protease, polymerase and helicase ([@cm235041bib25]).

This paper proposes a novel *in silico* method that predicts potent inhibitors for SARS CoV protease and captures the specific features of inhibitor molecules, as opposed to ligands that hit other targets. The method is based on experimental publicly available structural information databases and presents a good starting point for the further experimental validation. It is well known that genomic research (and especially structural biology) provide an ever increasing number of potential drug targets and allow for intensive use of structural data in various drug discovery projects. In this study we use all structural homologues of SARS CoV protease co-crystallized with various ligands in order to design novel, potential inhibitors for use in vHTS (virtual high throughput screening methods) experiments for this enzyme.

2. Computational methods {#cm235041s2}
========================

2.1. Protein structures with co-crystallized ligands {#cm235041s2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

We extracted from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) database ([@cm235041bib8], [@cm235041bib9]) all viral cysteine protease of the trypsin fold based on the structural classification of proteins (SCOP) ([@cm235041bib30], [@cm235041bib28], [@cm235041bib3]). The family is a part of the trypsin-like serine protease superfamily that possesses closed barrel type fold with Greek-key duplication. The family of viral cysteine proteases encompasses three different groups of domains: (1) the 3C cysteine protease (picornain 3C) domain with three proteins: human rhinovirus type 2 (1CQQ), human hepatitis A virus (1QA7, 1HAV) and poliovirus type I (1L1N); (2) 2A cysteine proteinase with one protein human rhinovirus 2 (2HRV); and (3) coronavirus main proteinase (3Cl-pro, putative coronavirus nsp2) with four proteins: transmissible gastroenteritis virus (1LVO), transmissible gastroenteritis virus (1P9U), human coronavirus (1P9S), and SARS coronavirus (1Q2W, 1UJ1, 1UK2, 1UK3, 1UK4). The sequence similarity search was performed on all selected proteins from the PDB database in order to find homologous protein structures that are not included in the recent version of the SCOP database. The list of ligands co-crystallized with these proteins include AG7, ACE, DMS, GOL, OCS, DOX, MPD, MSE and a few peptides specifically, two peptides and a single ligand (chloroacetone) were found to be crystallized with the original protein target, i.e. SARS coronavirus protease (1UK4)---see figure [1](#cm235041fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1The peptides and chloroacetone ligand co-crystallized with the SARS coronavirus protease (1UK4).

All protein structures were aligned superimposed using 3D-Hit software ([@cm235041bib34], [@cm235041bib35]). Protein chains were divided into single domains and all domains were structurally aligned in order to analyse the common binding mode for various ligands. Figure [2](#cm235041fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents structures superimposed on 1UK4 together with all ligands located in their active sites. From aligned structures we extracted the 1UK4 protein active site neighbourhood with ligands co-crystallized in it. We used 1UK4 as the template for a flexible docking experiment in order to adjust the conformation of ligands in the new structural neighbourhood. The target structure with structurally aligned ligands (co-crystallized with structurally homologous proteins) is presented in figure [3](#cm235041fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The data were then selected for further analysis in order to remove some inconsistencies in PDB entries for selected ligands. Figure 2The structure superposition from the protein chains from the SCOP family of viral cysteine proteases of the trypsin fold. The co-crystallized ligands located in common active site are shown as balls and sticks. Figure 3Ligands co-crystallized with proteins from the SCOP family of viral cysteine proteases of the trypsin fold in the active site of SARS coronavirus protease (1UK4).

In the case of an inhibitor taken from 1UK4 structure the following interactions were identified. ARG188, GLN189 and GLN 192 are in close contact with ASN1 of the inhibitor with the methyl group of MET165. Such an arrangement warrants good orientation of the peptide inside the protein cavity. NH~2~ of the GLN189 interacts with O of the first peptide bond of the inhibitor. The OH group of SER2 of the inhibitor interacts with the carboxylate moiety of GLU166. GLU166 also forms hydrogen bond with amide oxygen of GLN5. HIS163 and LEU141 interact with the terminal side chain of the GLN5 of the protein inhibitor. The position of the HIS163 is stabilized by parallel interaction with the phenyl ring of PHE140 (see figures [4](#cm235041fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#cm235041fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4Schematic representation of the main interactions between SARS CoV proteinase (pdb code 1UK4) amino acid residues and the original inhibitor molecule. The residues within 3.6 Å distance from the inhibitor molecule are shown. Figure 5Protein inhibitor (orange) inside a cavity of the SARS proteinase (blue ribbon for the protein and yellow licorice for most important amino acids).

2.2. From peptide to small molecule lead {#cm235041s2.2}
----------------------------------------

Although a peptide can bind strongly to a protein target and effectively block or regulate its activity, it is also prone to hydrolysis of its peptide bonds. Therefore over the last few years various research groups searched for peptide bond mimics, analogues, substitutes, or isosters in order to obtain a molecule whose shape and electrostatic potential are very similar to these of the parental peptide (see table 1 for detailed references). We generated here a set of molecules for further virtual screening by substituting a peptide bond by its mimics. Table 1 presents various linkages capable of substituting peptide bonds. Almost 40 moieties have been described in the literature and some of them can be present in various stereoisomeric forms. The substitutes for a peptide bond can be grouped into various subcategories. For example with respect to the number of atoms separating the groups connected initially by a peptide bond one can identify linkages with one, two, three and more atoms. There is also a set of peptide bond substitutes where rings are involved in binding two groups of the parental peptide. In addition there is a group of molecules where side chains of amino acids are substituted by atoms forming ring structures that substitute both peptide bonds and some side chains. The set with one-atom linkages shorter than the original peptide bond is composed of amine --NH-- and ether --O-- bridges ([@cm235041bib5]). The other set with three or more atoms separating the two groups previously joined by --CO--NH-- is larger. There are linkages where additional carbonyl --CO--(--CO--CF~2~--CO-- and --CO--CO--NH-- ([@cm235041bib42], [@cm235041bib49], [@cm235041bib51])) or other --O-- (--CO--NH--O--), --N = CH-- (--NH--N = CH--CO--), --CH~2~-- (--CH(OH)--CH~2~--NH--) are inserted. In the set where rings are substituting peptide bonds one can find azaphosphinane rings ([@cm235041bib19]), cyclopropane rings ([@cm235041bib29]), pyrrole rings ([@cm235041bib38]), and thiazole rings ([@cm235041bib37]), while in the group where ring structures substitute not only a peptide bond but also some amino acid side chains one can find para-substituted phenyl rings ([@cm235041bib41], [@cm235041bib44], [@cm235041bib54]) and thiazolopyridine rings ([@cm235041bib33]). The largest set is the one where two atoms are separating the two groups that had been connected by a peptide bond. It is easy here to identify a subgroup with a--PO-- group instead of --CO-- in peptides ([@cm235041bib11], [@cm235041bib15], [@cm235041bib43], [@cm235041bib13], [@cm235041bib14], [@cm235041bib19]), and --SO~2~-- ([@cm235041bib26]). There is a subgroup with a fluorine atom bound to a carbon atom ([@cm235041bib42], [@cm235041bib15], [@cm235041bib36], [@cm235041bib46], [@cm235041bib4], [@cm235041bib52]) and a subgroup where a carbon--carbon double bond substitutes a C--N bond in peptide linkage ([@cm235041bib27], [@cm235041bib23], [@cm235041bib17], [@cm235041bib55], [@cm235041bib52]). There is also the set with a carbonyl group in a peptide linkage reduced to a hydroxyl group ([@cm235041bib24], [@cm235041bib23]). Other linkages include ester --CO--O-- ([@cm235041bib2]), ethylene --CH~2~--CH~2~-- ([@cm235041bib2]), and --CH~2~--NH-- ([@cm235041bib23], [@cm235041bib20], [@cm235041bib21]) substitutes, as well as retro-inverto-peptides ([@cm235041bib20], [@cm235041bib21], [@cm235041bib6]).

###### 

Various peptide bond mimics, isosteres, analogues, and substitutes have been proposed over the last 20 years. In this search for inhibitors of SARS protease we have examined various possibilities that can substitute R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^ peptide bonds.

  Substituted peptide bond   Peptide bond mimic                           References
  -------------------------- -------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH~2~--CH~2~--R^2^                     ([@cm235041bib2])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CO--O--R^2^                            ([@cm235041bib2])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CHF--S--R^2^                           ([@cm235041bib4])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CF~2~--NH--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib15])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CO--CF~2~--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib36])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CO--CF~2~--CO--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib42], [@cm235041bib49],
                                                                          [@cm235041bib51])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--NH--CH(CF~3~)--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib46])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--NH--R^2^                               ([@cm235041bib5])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--O--R^2^                                ([@cm235041bib5])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--NH--N = CH--CO--R^2^                   ([@cm235041bib16])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CO--NH--O--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib53])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CO--CO--NH--R^2^                       ([@cm235041bib32])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH~2~-NH--R^2^                         ([@cm235041bib23], [@cm235041bib21],
                                                                          [@cm235041bib7])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH(OH)--CH~2~--NH--R^2^                ([@cm235041bib40], [@cm235041bib23])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--C(OH) = CH--R^2^                       ([@cm235041bib23])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH(OH)--CH(OH)--R^2^                   ([@cm235041bib23])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH(OH)--CH~2~--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib24], [@cm235041bib1])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH = CH--R^2^                          ([@cm235041bib27])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CMe = CMe--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib17])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--CH = C(Pro)                            ([@cm235041bib55], [@cm235041bib22])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--C(CF~3~) = CH--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib52])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--C(CH~3~) = CH--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib52])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--SO~2~--NH--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib26])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(OPh)--O--R^2^                       ([@cm235041bib11], [@cm235041bib13])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(OH)--O--R^2^                        ([@cm235041bib15], [@cm235041bib43],
                                                                          [@cm235041bib13])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(OH)--NH--R^2^                       ([@cm235041bib13],
                                                                          [@cm235041bib19])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(OEt)--NH--R^2^                      ([@cm235041bib14])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(OH)--CH~2~--R^2^                    ([@cm235041bib15], [@cm235041bib13],
                                                                          [@cm235041bib19])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--PO(NH~2~)--CH~2~--R^2^                 ([@cm235041bib13])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         R^1^--NH--CO--R^2^ (retro-inverto-peptide)   ([@cm235041bib20], [@cm235041bib6])
  R^1^--CO--NH--R^2^         ![](35041tab01.jpg)                          ([@cm235041bib19])
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2.3. Evaluation of modified ligands by a flexible docking procedure and structural similarity search over the Ligand.Info one-million-compound database {#cm235041s2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

First we performed the docking procedure in order to evaluate the modification of inhibitors by replacing the peptide bond by its mimic. Electronic high throughput screening (eHiTS) is an exhaustive flexible docking method that systematically covers significant part of the conformational and positional search space, producing highly accurate docking poses at a speed practical for virtual high throughput screening ([@cm235041bib56]). The ligand docking problem is divided here into two subproblems: pose/conformation search and scoring function. The customizable scoring function of eHiTS combines a local surface point contact evaluation with traditional empirical and statistical approaches. The search algorithm is fast, in many cases capable of finding the correct binding pose and conformation of the ligand in the virtual screening phase.

Then we performed the structural similarity search in order to select potential inhibitor molecules from a large collection of chemical compounds using the Ligand.Info database. The Ligand.Info system is designed for fast, sensitive, virtual high throughput screening of small molecule databases ([@cm235041bib47]). The search algorithms are based on two-dimensional structure similarity. For each molecule a vector of two-dimensional indices and their occurrence counts are calculated. The index represents a unique combination of three connected atoms. Each atom is described by six parameters: atom symbol, charge, valence, type of bond, and number of connected hydrogen and non-hydrogen atoms. In this study the modified Tanimoto coefficient (MTC) was used as the similarity metric. MTC takes values between 0 and 1, where zero means that there are no identical indices in either molecule, and one means that both molecules are composed of identical sets of indices. The system developed enables a search for similar compounds in the large (approximately a million commercially available compounds) Ligand.Info meta-database ([@cm235041bib48]). The database contains various publicly available sets of small molecules such as Harvard\'s ChemBank, which encompasses bioactive compounds and approved by FDA drugs ([@cm235041bib39]), ChemPDB ligands marked as 'Hetero Atoms\' in Protein Data Bank (PDB) files ([@cm235041bib10], [@cm235041bib12]), KEGG ligand molecules that are found in the KEGG pathways ([@cm235041bib18]), the Open National Cancer Institute database ([@cm235041bib45]), and a few others.

3. Results and discussion {#cm235041s3}
=========================

We evaluated to what extent one can utilize the structural information contained in the PDB database in the real drug discovery campaign using as an example the main protease of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus. Using the methods described we generate potential inhibitors solely on the basis of the set of ligands from crystallized complexes of a protein target and other proteins from its structurally homologous family. Two sets of compounds were built. The first one contains ligands and short peptides dissected from protein--ligand complexes of viral cysteine proteases of the trypsin fold. These ligands and peptides were then modified in order to correct the chemical structure. The second group includes ligands built from peptides of the first set with the peptide bond substituted by another linkage (see table 1) in order to obtain a molecule that potentially binds to the enzyme more strongly than the original peptide.

These two sets were then evaluated with the eHiTS flexible docking algorithm. The top rank ligands are presented in table 2 for the first data set and in table 3 for the second set. The best scoring compounds of the first set are original AG7 ligand (eHiTS docking score: −5.615), two versions of modified AG7 (with removal of some parts of the original ligand AG7; eHiTS docking scores: −5.103 and −4.803) and as the fourth/fifth scoring compounds, the original peptides of the SARS protease (1UK4, chains H and G) after improving the initial 3D structure (eHiTS docking scores: −4.795 and −4.703). The docking scores for the second group (ligands built by modification of the peptide bond) are in most cases lower than those in the case of the first group. The best scoring compounds in table 3 are modified versions of AG7 (score −5.940), where the peptide bond --CO--NH-- in the middle of the parental AG7 molecule was substituted by the --PO~2~--CH~2~-- moiety, original AG7 compound (score −5.615), and VAS5 peptide, in which the two residues Leu and Gln from the C termini were substituted by a thiazolopyridinone ring (modified version with score −5.465) and ligand created from the original chain G peptide from the SARS CoV target, where the peptide bond between Ser and Thr was replaced by an ether bridge (1UK4 with score −5.430).

###### 

Scores for selected ligands and peptides docked in the active site of the 1UK4 protein. P1 and P2 are peptides co-crystallized with 1UK4 protein (chains H and G, respectively). The P3 peptide has short sequence VNSTLQ, and AG7+NFA or VAL+NFA are pairs of ligands connected by chemical bonds. MPD is the 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) allosteric inhibitor.

  Ligand data     Score
  --------------- --------
  AG7             −5.615
  P1              −4.795
  P2              −4.703
  P3              −4.344
  AG7+NFA         −3.921
  VAL+NFA         −3.697
  NFA             −3.390
  VAL             −3.313
  MPD             −2.316
  Chloroacetone   −1.306

###### 

Scores for ligands built on the basis of modified peptides docked in the active site of the 1UK4 protein. The AG7 M1, AG7 M2 etc are different modifications of the AG7 compound. VAL M1 is the chemically modified VAL inhibitor, whereas all modified versions of P2 peptide are marked as M1, M2, M3 up to M10.

  Ligand data   Score    
  ------------- -------- ---------------------
  AG7 M1        −5.940   ![](35041tab16.jpg)
  AG7           −5.615   ![](35041tab17.jpg)
  VAL M1        −5.465   ![](35041tab18.jpg)
  P2 M1         −5.430   ![](35041tab19.jpg)
  P2 M2         −5.412   ![](35041tab20.jpg)

###### 

(Continued.)

  AG7 M2   −5.411   ![](35041tab21.jpg)
  -------- -------- ---------------------
  P2 M3    −5.398   ![](35041tab22.jpg)
  P2 M4    −5.344   ![](35041tab23.jpg)
  P2 M5    −5.236   ![](35041tab24.jpg)
  P2 M6    −5.192   ![](35041tab25.jpg)

###### 

(Continued.)

  P2 M7    −5.179   ![](35041tab26.jpg)
  -------- -------- ---------------------
  P2 M8    −5.171   ![](35041tab27.jpg)
  AG7 M3   −5.151   ![](35041tab28.jpg)
  P2 M9    −5.133   ![](35041tab29.jpg)
  P2 M10   −5.113   ![](35041tab30.jpg)

###### 

(Continued.)

  -------- -------- ---------------------
  AG7 M4   −5.103   ![](35041tab31.jpg)
  -------- -------- ---------------------

Next, each molecule presented in table 2 was used for screening the Ligand.Info meta-database as a query. Almost all designed potential leads did not have any close analogue in the meta-database subset. Therefore only experimental confirmation of the slowing down of the activity of SARS CoV protease by these ligands can confirm our findings, and this confirmation will require chemical synthesis. The only good seed for similarity search, i.e. 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD) allosteric inhibitor, was observed among all the compounds from table 2. For the 21 most similar (with MTC≥0.60) analogues that were found using MPD as a query, see table 4 for details. Those compounds might be suitable as starting leads in further experimental studies, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

###### 

2,4-dimethyl-2-pentanol (MPD) and its 21 analogues that were found in the meta-database using MPD as a query. Molecules are sorted by similarity (modified Tanimoto coefficient, MTC). Ten most promising compounds that can be freely ordered from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) are bold.

  Ligand data                                                                                 MTC    Two-dimensional structure
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------------
  2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 8098 SMILES: CC(O)CC(C)(C)O         1.0    ![](35041tab32.jpg)
  2,4-dimethyl-2-pentanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 87555 SMILES: CC(C)CC(C)(C)O         0.80   ![](35041tab33.jpg)
  2-methylpentane-1,2,4-triol Available from NCI: No HET-code = MQD SMILES: CC(O)CC(C)(O)CO   0.76   ![](35041tab34.jpg)
  2-methyl-2-butanol Available from NCI: No NSC No 25498 SMILES: CCC(C)(C)O                   0.71   ![](35041tab35.jpg)
  1-chloro-2-methyl-2-propanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 46574 SMILES: CC(C)(O)CCl       0.71   ![](35041tab36.jpg)

###### 
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  1-amino-2-methyl-2-propanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 17697 SMILES: CC(C)(O)CN   0.71   ![](35041tab37.jpg)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------
  3-methyl-1,3-butanediol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 62084 SMILES: CC(C)(O)CCO      0.67   ![](35041tab44.jpg)

###### 

(Continued.)

  Heptaminol Available from NCI: No Drug approved by FDA SMILES: CC(N)CCCC(C)(C)O                          0.64   ![](35041tab45.jpg)
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------
  2-methyl-2-hexanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 21977 SMILES: CCCCC(C)(C)O                             0.63   ![](35041tab48.jpg)
  2,6-dimethyl-7-octen-2-ol Available from NCI: No HET-code = DHM SMILES: CC(CCCC(C)(C)O)C = C             0.61   ![](35041tab49.jpg)
  1-(isopentylamino)-2-methyl-2-propanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 128248 SMILES: CC(C)CCNCC(C)(C)O   0.61   ![](35041tab50.jpg)
  2-methyl-2-heptanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 898 SMILES: CCCCCC(C)(C)O                             0.60   ![](35041tab51.jpg)
  4-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone Available from NCI: No NSC No 9005 SMILES: CC(= O)CC(C)(C)O               0.60   ![](35041tab52.jpg)

###### 

(Continued.)

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------
  1-(hydroxy(oxido)amino)-2-methyl-2-propanol Available from NCI: Yes NSC No 17680 SMILES: CC(C)(O)C\[N+\](\[O−\]) = O   0.60   ![](35041tab53.jpg)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ ---------------------

4. Conclusions {#cm235041s4}
==============

The structure-based drug discovery procedure was assessed with SARS CoV main protease serving as an example. Firstly, potential compounds were extracted from the Protein Data Bank database using sequence and structural similarity of other proteins to the selected target protein (code 1UK4). Secondly, we applied the transformation of peptide bonds in order to build ligands on the basis of co-crystallized peptides. The resulting set of compounds was ranked by docking score for the eHiTS flexible docking procedure in order to select the most promising molecules. The set of best performing compounds was then used for a similarity search over the one-million-entry Ligand.Info meta-database. The selected molecules belong to close analogues of the MPD allosteric inhibitor and can be used as starting leads for further experimental research.

MPD allosteric inhibitor (2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol) is a simple molecule with two hydroxylic groups. This molecule can have several conformations with accompanying steric effects. Using Ligand.Info we found 21 similar molecules which were modified by adding or removing a functional group, electronegative groups or atoms, and increasing or decreasing the steric effects. Some of the molecules like 2-methylpentane-1,2,4-triol, 1-amino-2-methyl-2-propanol, 4-hydroxy-4-methylpentanenitrile, 1-(hydroxy(oxido)amino)-2-methyl-2-propanol have hydrophilic character and the ability to interact with hydrophilic amino acids. Other ligands like 2,4-dimethyl-2-pentanol, 2-methyl-2-pentanol, 2,5-dimethyl-2-hexanol, 2-methyl-4-pentyn-2-ol, 2-methyl-2-hexanol, 2-methyl-2-heptanol, 2,6-dimethyl-7-octen-2-ol contain hydrophobic chains that are able to create hydrophobic interactions. All in all, these molecules may have many flexible conformations.

Modification of the peptide bond initiates new types of inhibitors. Such compounds are a mimics for peptides and can potentially replace known peptide drug types. For this instance, AG7 M1 modification interacts with SARS CoV peptidase more strongly than the original peptide (value of the score function for AG7: −5.615, and −5.940 for AG7 M1, the modified inhibitor). Replacement of the peptide bond for phosphorate ether radically changes the environment and radius of interaction. Additional oxygen atoms with two free orbitals can interact at longer distances, and for this modification symmetrically in both side of the replaced bond.
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